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Prime Agate Exports is the top quality Manufacturer, wholesale
exporter of Semi-precious Agate Stone made out of rough stones,
metaphysical products, loose beads ,quartz and agate stones,
minerals and rock stones and new age healing suppliers.

About Us
Prime Agate Exports is the top quality Manufacturer, wholesale exporter of Semi-precious Agate
Stone made out of rough stones, metaphysical products, loose beads ,quartz and agate stones,
minerals and rock stones and new age healing suppliers.At Prime Agate Exports we supply the
perfect products which competitive in the world market with minimum possible time period of
consumption.Our company Prime Agate Exports is situated in western region of India named
Khambhat dist Anand, Gujarat State.We are very privileged to have a wide range of products in our
company, which continuously are innovated and designed according to latest trends and market
requirements such as gemstone, semi precious stones, agate stones, Dowsing pendulums, Obelisks
and pyramids, Religious and spiritual jewellery products like Sphatik and Rudraksh Malas, various
stone Bracelets, Necklaces, Pendants and Earings, etc. These products are specially taken out from
sea shores in Khambhat/mines and prepared by experts according to requirements and finally cut,
polished and grinded for finishing work.We are dealing this trading service since many years.The
company was started since 1998 and wholesale supplying to the exporters in local market in India,
Now decided to reach direct with clients and supply our products in all over the world. We have
expertise knowledge and experience in this field pass down from generations to generations as it's
our family owned business and have been exporting to countries like...
For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/prime-agate/aboutus.html

Products & Services

OTHER PRODUCTS

Merkaba Star,Handicraft
Products

Rudraksha Crystal Quartz
Beads

Red Jasper Chips Fuse Wire
Bracelet

Stunning Crystal Quartz Chips

Products & Services

OTHER PRODUCTS:

Chakra Reiki Healing Wand

Red Jasper Faceted Massage
Wands

Amethyst Beads Elastic
Bracelet

Chakra Ball Healing Stick

Factsheet
Year of Establishment

: 2015

Nature of Business

: Ecommerce Shop / Online Business

CONTACT US
Prime Agate Exports
Contact Person: Aakhil Shaikh
Near Seaview Bunglow Furza Mohallo Khambhat
Anand - 388620, Gujarat, India
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